
            
           

Jun Wang is an Associate Professor in the Department of Biomedical Engineering at Stony 

Brook University. Prior to joining SBU, he was an Assistant Professor in the Chemistry 

Department of The State University of New York, Albany.  

 

Dr. Wang obtained his Ph.D. in Biological Engineering from Purdue University, and  

received postdoctoral training in the Department of Chemistry and the NanoSystems  

Biology Cancer Center at the California Ins tute of Technology.  

 

Among several top awards. Dr. received the Chorafas Founda on prize.  

 

For more informa on on the NanoSystems Biology Cancer Center  visit:  

h p://nano.cancer.gov/ac on/programs/caltech/  
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Measurement of Hundreds of Proteins in Single Cells by Microchip MIST Technology 
 

Cellular diversity is an intrinsic trait of any mul cellular system. Despite extensive study of cells, their complexity s ll poses  
major challenges to the iden fica on of key cellular subsets and targets that are responsible for human diseases. Recently,  

single‐cell func onal proteome has emerged as a research field of intense interest owing to the significant role proteins play in 
cell type iden fica on, signaling transduc on, prolifera on and apoptosis, transcrip on regula on, inflamma on, and cell  
communica on. The major obstacle to this field is the lack of appropriate tools that can survey the full sets of proteins of  
important func ons. In this talk, I will introduce a single‐cell MIST technologies developed in my research group for highly  

mul plexed protein assays toward func onal proteomic studies, and I will discuss how such a transforma ve technology should 
be translated towards precision diagnosis. The technology is built upon a microchip that integrates a large‐scale microarray. We 

have analyzed ~200 func onal proteins important in brain cell classifica on and neurodegenera on. Bioinforma c analysis 
found differen ally expressed proteins in AD pathology using Alzheimer’s Disease mouse models. We have also detected over 

400 func onal proteins in single immune cells, and we have studied how immune cells respond upon sepsis onset along the  
progression. Last, I will men on the new study on spa al proteomics by the MIST array. With the current success, we are  

heading towards mapping of the en re func onal proteome in ssue samples. 
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*ZOOM option available: https://asu.zoom.us/j/87081218152  


